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Board Chair’s Message
It gives me immense pleasure to report that year
2019 though challenging, has been an exciting year
which saw to the realisation of several key projects
and programmes in different parts of the ECOWAS
region. The accomplishment and impact of WACSI in
the year 2019 further echoes the civil society sector
as an essential building block of development and
national cohesion.
As civil society around the world are under huge
pressure from governments and citizens to
demonstrate their legitimacy, credibility and value,
sustainability becomes a problem. The dependency
on external funders, including international nongovernmental organisations (NGOs), reinforces
a perception that many organisations could be
disconnected from their roots with no obvious impact
or long-term viability. It is within this framework that
WACSI, through its capacity building initiatives in 2019,
equipped several civil society organisations (CSOs)
in The Gambia, Ghana, Burkina-Faso, Sierra Leone,
Niger and Nigeria for an increased effectiveness and
leadership; helping CSOs to develop sustainability
strategies.
Organising and connecting CSOs to shape policies
in West Africa was also a major feat that was
accomplished by WACSI in 2019. The participation of
CSOs in policy and advocacy discourses is a critical
function that facilitates the conveyance of concerns
to the government and assist in the formulation
of public policies. During the period under review,
over 200 CSOs were empowered in this regard
and the effort of WACSI was indeed recognised
by the inauguration of the Institute into the newly
constituted African Development Bank (AfDB)-CSO
committee; contributing to the AfDB’s civil society
engagement strategy.

but continue to play the powerful role of enabler,
facilitator, convener and innovator as well as service
provider and advocate, contributing to the activities
of the public and private sectors to strengthen
collaboration towards a common good.
Before concluding, I wish to convey my sincere thanks
to the management of WACSI under the leadership
of the Executive Director, Nana Afadzinu, for their
continued strong, undaunting, unequivocal and team
efforts towards 2019 achievements.
I take this opportunity to thank the Board Members
for their continued leadership support to the
institution and its employees. I also thank employees
of WACSI without whose efforts and commitment,
the institution could not have performed well in
challenging conditions. I would also like to profoundly
appreciate and acknowledge the continued cooperation, trust and support of various institutions,
government, regulatory authorities, the Institutes’
valued customers, suppliers, vendors, and bankers.

Mrs. Ayodeji Fajemirokun

Despite the rapid changes in the civil society space,
and the technological and political challenges,
WACSI, in the coming year, shall not relent on its onus
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Executive Director’s Message
A Year of Remarkable Accomplishments
The threats against civil society in 2018, the constraints
to civic space; digital insecurity, inaccessibility and
unaffordability of technological tools; a disenabling
legal, policy and regulatory environment; dwindling
resources; the widening technology divide; a
creeping and unnecessary division between social
movements and traditional NGOs; the unequal
imbalanced international development structure
that created a patronising relationship between civil
society organisations in the Global North and those
in the Global South, all loomed large in 2019. These
were existential threats to the efficiency, effectiveness
and resilience of civil society in West Africa. The West
Africa Civil Society Institute (WACSI), which had
foreseen a number of these threats as it planned its
strategy for 2018-2022, geared up its efforts in 2019,
building on the gains and lessons from the previous
year.
On civil society sustainability, an empowering and
productive partnership with Wilde Ganzen, the Fund
for Global Human Rights (FGHR), and with the STAR
Ghana Foundation, enabled effective engagement
and capacity strengthening of civil society
organisations in Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone
and the Gambia. There are more details anon in this
report. Supporting organisations to build stronger
internal systems, structures and cultures – better
governance, management and operations continued
to be a high priority.
Without the legal, policy and regulatory environment
that is supportive of its operations and enables
efficiency and effectiveness, it is challenging for civil
society to be productive. Therefore, advocating for
and supporting work on the enabling environment
for civil society was one of the focuses of WACSI
this year and the report details the institution’s
engagements with civil society across the region as
well as government agencies on the Financial Action
Task Force (FATF) regulations. In some countries,

these regulations have been misapplied to shrink
civic space and civil society has had little or no
engagement with government on them. WACSI’s
work was to get civil society in West Africa to
proactively engage relevant government agencies
on this. In Ghana, the seeds sown germinated as civil
society was made a key part of the technical team
that worked on the NGO Policy and Bill.
The close collaboration with CIVICUS on the CIVICUS
monitor, enabled regular publications on the state of
civil society in different countries across West Africa
in the areas of Freedom of Expression, Freedom of
Assembly and Freedom of Association.
A number of key knowledge products for civil society
and partners interested in the development of West
Africa were released in 2019 and this report gives
the interesting areas that they touched on. I would
however like to make mention of two of these which
form part of the practice guidance publications of
WACSI that are a critical need in these times.
Working with the Hewlett Foundation and OSIWA,
WACSI convened their highly credible and efficient
partners working in the area of social accountability and
together with some of these organisations, produced
case studies showing different ways of engaging
effectively in social accountability programming.
Civil society organisations working in this area will
find some useful lessons in that publication. Another
one is the publication on Alternative Funding Models
which is a guide of different funding models that civil
society organisations could make use of to mobilise
resources apart from and in addition to grants. That is
a must have for every single civil society organisation
in West Africa with an interest in sustainabilityWACSI, included.
WACSI enhanced its thought leadership on civil
society sustainability, the enabling environment
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and technology and development with several
publications and policy dialogues on these issues.
The Institute ramped up its services to civil society in
technology through product donations and services as
part of the TechSoup Global partnership and also with
the support of Open Society Human Rights Initiative
(OSHRI) through tech-capacity strengthening for
specific human rights institutions. The software and
hardware deficiency was a matter of concern for
WACSI but so were the issues that directly affected
civic space and the active engagement of civil society
in governance, such as digital surveillance and digital
security. In partnership with OSIWA and CoCreation
Hub, WACSI organised a number of trainings to keep
civil society on their guard.
One
commitment of WACSI is to work on
strengthening not just individual organisations but
the whole civil society/development ecosystem.
Some of the areas targeted were building stronger
collaborations between social movements and
the traditional organisations to encourage
complementarity and 2019 offered that opportunity.
Another opportunity to tackle the flaws within
the ecosystem had to do with the international
development architecture, framework and culture as a
whole. WACSI therefore joined the global movement
to ‘Shift the Power’ towards a more equitable system
that values contribution from the global south and
encourages an interdependent relationship between
the global north and global south.

I believe that you will enjoy this report. Join us to
make West Africa a peaceful and prosperous region
where development is people-driven. There’s a lot
more work ahead and we need all hands on deck.
Thank you for making time to read this report- we
look forward to engaging with you on any of WACSI’s
platforms. You’ll be very welcome.

”

One commitment
of WACSI is to work
on strengthening
not just individual
organisations
but the whole
civil
society/
development
ecosystem.

”

Nana Asantewa Afadzinu

2019 was a busy year, with a number of challenges but
as usual, civil society in West Africa faced the storm
and WACSI was right there with them through it. For
those that the Institute engaged, the report back on
the worth for their institutions has been positive. The
Institute looks forward to building on what has been
achieved this year, in 2020 and making civil society
organisations more resilient.
I cannot end without announcing how proud the
Institute is to welcome Madam Ayo Fajemirokun, as
the Board Chairperson of WACSI. We trust that the
Institute will become even more effective in achieving
its mission under her able leadership. AKWAABA!
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CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT

Equipping CSOs for Increased Effectiveness and Leadership
The Institute made significant progress in enhancing
the effectiveness of CSOs and strong leadership for
change in their communities. The Institute focused
its capacity development activities around the civil
society resilience and sustainability components of
its 2018-2022 strategy.
A major highlight of the year was the extension of
the Change the Game Academy Local Fundraising
capacity strengthening initiative to the Gambia.
10 new community-based organisations from
the Gambia participated in the Change the Game
Academy programme. According to one participant,
Fatoumata Jarju, National Partner for Help Gambia
Household Disaster Resilience Project, CSOs were
successfully equipped in local resource mobilisation.
“Because most of the international donors are taking
a backstep to leave most of the organisations, (…)
having this chance to go through this training will
help my organisation,” she said. Some 9 organisations
in Sierra Leone also benefited from the training on
Local Fundraising with support from Dreamtown and
Fant.
Additionally, WACSI, in partnership with Star Ghana
Foundation equipped 60 Ghanaian CSOs to develop
sustainability strategies for their organisations. This
was in response to the outcome of the ‘National

Convening on Civil Society Sustainability’ organised
by the two partners in 2018. According to one
participant Alexander Avor, Akavo Evangelistic
Mission Volta Region, “those aspects educated us
a lot so that we will be in a position to sustain our
organisations, our financial sustainability, operational
sustainability and sustainability in interventions (…)
and I know we can move our organisation forward”1.
Rita Ntoso, Programmes Manager, Socioserve Ghana, praised WACSI for this convening around
CSOs sustainability and reckoned that, “for me it has
actually been revealing in terms of how civil societies
are supposed to manage their affairs in order to be
sustainable”2.
The Institute established several key long-term
partnerships to advance its mission. The Fund for
Global Human Rights (FGHR) provided support to
the Institute to research and organise a workshop
on collaboration between social movements and
traditional CSOs to expand civic space. The Institute
also partnered with the Hewlett Foundation to
support CSOs in West Africa to implement innovative
social accountability programmes. By the end of
2019, the Institute successfully finalised the transition
process of the West Africa Drug Policy Network
(WADPN) into a registered network.

1
2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbZeAShI1lA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWVu3qqay08
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My Journey as a WACSI Intern: A Dream Come True

Carmelle Kabore, Burkina Faso
Like many students in my country, Burkina Faso,
when I was getting to the end of my school year, I
was looking for an internship opportunity to gain
practical experience. One day, I saw an announcement
on the Facebook page of the West Africa Civil Society
Institute with the title APPLY FOR NEXT GENERATION
INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME.
Having a look at the announcement, I found this
opportunity suitable for me. It was an opportunity
I believed would catapult me into my dream
professional career. I therefore applied. Finally,
I was selected, and this was the beginning of an
amazing journey with this organisation. I was part
of the second batch of 2019 interns I worked at the
Institute from July to December 2019. As an intern I
was working under the Capacity Development Unit
(CDU). This unit is in charge of providing training,
technical assistance and creating space for learning
and reflection for civil society organisations.
When I first came into this organisation, I knew that
my overall duty was to assist this unit, but I was
amazingly surprised when I learned that they had
designed a series of training sessions to hone the
relevant personal and professional skills required
within the development sector. I participated
in trainings on report writing, proposal writing,

training and facilitation skills, writing of articles and
blogs, project management, data collection and
management.
For my daily tasks, I assisted and coordinated
programmes in countries like Liberia, Guinea, Sierra
Leone and The Gambia. I also had the opportunity to
chair WACSI staff meeting. These built my capacity to
work and communicate with people from different
backgrounds. As part of the Next Generation
Internship Programme, during the 5th month of
my internship, I was tasked to work at the Gender
Centre for Empowering Development for a onemonth externship. The externship programme has
been designed to allow interns to have another work
experience in their domain of professional interest.
As a student in gender population and development,
this externship deepened my knowledge on gender
context in Ghana.

Overall, my time at WACSI has been a great
learning experience. I was able to strengthen my
organisational, managerial and relational skills. It
also helped build my confidence and ability to work
within a multicultural environment. My ability to
communicate in English also improved dramatically.
I left WACSI with the belief that this programme is
adding value to the civil society sector in West Africa.
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SUCCESS STORY

Functioning Beyond Donor Dependency
“We’ve improved our ways of generating funds
locally towards projects instead of depending solely
on foreign aid and internally generated funds. This
awareness only came about through our participation
in the training on Local Resource Mobilisation for
Civil Society in Ghana”, confessed Charles Mensah,
Deputy Director of the Hope for Children and
Aged Rehabilitation Center, a community-based
organisation (CBO) located in the Brong Ahafo
Region of Ghana.
With development partners shifting their priorities,
and in some cases, withdrawing funding support, it is
important that civil society organisations strategically
position themselves, using their skills and resources
to continue their vision of building more resilient
communities across the globe. The West Africa Civil
Society Institute and the Change the Game Academy
designed a programme to boost the local resource
mobilisation capacity of CBOs in Ghana to respond
to the foreseen challenges. CBOs were equipped with
skills to develop resource mobilisation strategies that
create multiple funding streams through utilising
local assets and mobilise support for their action.
Hope for Children and Aged Rehabilitation Center was
one of 10 organisations selected to participate in the
training. Before their participation in the programme,
the Hope for Children and Aged Rehabilitation Center
was unable to generate funds from the community to
implement their projects. This they said was because

they relied heavily on donor funding and could not
effectively communicate their impact to attract the
attention of local partners who would support their
cause.
Today, they have been equipped to raise funds locally
for their Solar Project which costs 25,000 Euros.
With the help of action plans which they developed
because of the Local Resource Mobilisation training,
they were further supported through mentoring to
implement their action plans for improved results.
“We are now able to strategically plan our projects
with clearly defined timelines that will help us achieve
it”, Charles proudly stated.
“Before the training we had secured a part of the
funds for our solar project from partners in Europe.
After the training, we leveraged on the skills we
acquired to raise 8,000 Euros from friends, families
and companies (Sam Bennet Group of Companies,
Joe Koena Group of Companies and Erikus Ventures)”,
Charles explained.
“We could never have set these things right without
our participation in the Change the Game-WACSI
training”, he concluded.
Hope for Children and Aged Rehabilitation Center
is situated in Sunyani in the Brong Ahafo Region
of Ghana. It was established to provide quality
healthcare for the less privileged and shelter for the
physically challenged and aged in the community.
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SUCCESS STORY

Domestic Resource Mobilisation is Possible in Ghana,
NORSAAC Proves This
The issue of raising funds locally has been a major
headache of most CSOs in Ghana forcing a good
chunk of them to close their operations. A good
number of CSOs are yet to recognise and exploit the
potential of local philanthropy and giving but the few
that have benefited from the local fundraising (LFR)
training have an interesting tale to tell.

With the support of her board member, Dr. Halima
who was also part of the training and other staff,
they began to change the way they go about the
mobilisation of funds, including; “being conscious
about staff and volunteer time (everything is costed
now) especially in seeking funding and resources,”
Sumani said.

One of such persons is Hafsatu Sey Sumani, Head of
Programmes and Policy at NORSAAC who was able
to work with colleagues to boost the fund-raising
potential of their organisation to new heights. During
the training, “I improved my proposal writing skills,
learnt how to pitch ideas, profile donors, do proper
budgeting (including costing of volunteer and staff
time), I have also learnt how to develop a fundraising
plan as well as marketing tools for my organisation,”
she said. With these fresh ideas, Sumani was able
to build a fund raising team (comprising finance
manager, Head of programmes, local fundraising
manager and project officers) to oversee the
initiatives, develop a plan (which was submitted to
WACSI) for review, develop marketing tools such as
brochures and improve proposal writing.

They also worked on changing their approach in
seeking partners. “We now do analysis on who/
what we wish to bring on board focusing on
strategic interest and opportunities. For instance, in
deciding vendors for the Northern Conference for
young people, we gave premium to vendors whose
interest aligned with ours… we now emphasise the
importance of highlighting our contributions (cost
sharing) in every proposal we submit for funding,”
she added.
It was not long before they started harvesting the
fruits of their labour. One of the major highlights
of NORSAAC’s calendar is the annual Northern
Conference for Young People on Sexual and
Reproductive Health. From a deficit of GHC47,000 in
2018, her outfit was able to mobilise GHC 111,000
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for the organisation of the event in August 2019
attracting a total of 430 delegates between the
ages of 15-30 years. Sumani attributed the success
to the donor profiling, vendor analysis, increase
in pool of sponsors and non-financial resources
(accommodation support) - some of the tips she
learned from the LFR training. She stated the fact
that they were able to get UNFPA to contribute
GHC50,000 to the Northern conference on sexual
and reproductive health for young children.
“We were able to cost the time of staff and volunteers
working on the event, get non-monetary support in
the form of accommodation for some participants
from the University of Development Studies and
Shallot Eatery provided catering,” she said.
Another critical milestone was the increase in funding
base since August 2019. “Before the training [which
took place in April 2019], we had a funding of GHC3
million, but this increased to 4million before close of
year [2019],” she elaborated.

Sumani is optimistic that with the gains made in
2019, the forecast for 2020 looks even brighter. She
could not over emphasise the value of the mentoring
and coaching from WACSI after the training and
appealed for a refresher course with her cohort to
consolidate the progress NORSAAC is making.

”

Before the training
[which took place in April
2019], we had a funding
of GHC3 million, but
this increased to GHs
4million before close of
year [2019].

Capacity Development Unit: Key Statistics for 2019

”

325 CSOs supported to
become more sustainable

10 organisations equipped
with local resource
mobilisation skills

660 individual skills and
capacities strengthened

140 YALI RLC Fellows
Trained

60 CSOs equipped in
sustainability strategies

6 interns reporting positive
progress in terms of
influencing social change
that is traceable to the
internship
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POLICY INFLUENCING AND ADVOCACY

Convening and Connecting CSOs to Shape Policies in West Africa
WACSI enhanced its position as a leading capacity
strengthening institution and a platform for CSOs
in West Africa to voice their opinions on key
policy issues affecting the sector and the region.
The Institute continued to organise practical
participatory convenings, policy dialogues, forums
and consultative workshops and to lead impactful
networking, policy influencing and advocacy
engagements around enabling environment, legal
framework, sustainability and women’s leadership for
civil society. In May 2019, the Institute was delighted
to join the African Development Bank (AfDB)-CSO
committee and significantly contributed to the AfDB
civil society engagement strategy.
Also, 208 civil society actors benefitted from trainings
in policy advocacy, policy research, networking,
parliamentary processes and strategy development.
From 14 to 18 October 2019, 11 participants from
4 countries benefitted from the Institute’s inaugural
training on Parliamentary Advocacy. They gained
a better understanding and skills in fundamental
parliamentary processes and key roles of parliament in
policymaking and strategies. One of the participants,
Emmanuel Oluwafemi, Programme Assistant, Policy
Influencing and Advocacy Unit, WACSI, deemed the
training successful because it equipped him with the
necessary tools to be engaged in the parliamentary

process of his country3. This training was implemented
in collaboration with the Parliamentary News Africa.
Five policy dialogues were organised under the
West Africa Civil Society Policy Dialogue Series
(WAC-PoDiS), 4 national convenings under the Child
Marriage project supported by Ford Foundation. The
WAC-PoDiS platform was used to facilitate dialogues
on policy issues around alternative resource
mobilisation for civil society organisations, regional
integration and domestic resourcing among others.
The Institute was able to prffer recommendations
through its well-attended policy dialogue on regional
integration.
Moreover, the Institute invested in capacity
strengthening for CSO and Coalitions working to
end child marriage practises by providing training in
advocacy skills, networking, resource mobilisation,
institutional building and communication. From
April to November 2019, it organised 5 impactful
and policy-oriented national workshops on child
marriage in Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Guinea, Burkina
Faso and Niger, in partnership with Girls-not-Brides
and with the support of Ford Foundation.

3

https://www.wacsi.org/news/news_detail.php?id=63
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According to Mr Alassane Aboubacar, Association
des Jeunes pour le Développement Local (AJDL), “it
was a pleasure, not only to have worked with you at
this workshop but also and above all to have been
equipped with the strategies of advocacy”4.
The Institute played significant roles in equipping
CSOs to gain a better understanding of the existing
Anti-money Laundering and Countering Terrorist
Financing (AML/CTF) and Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) recommendations targeted at regulating
non-profit organisations. This was achieved during 2
regional workshops in collaboration with International
Centre for Non-Profit Law (ICNL). Participants’
awareness was raised on the importance of dialogue
between the civil society actors and policymakers.
After the second workshop that took place in Accra,
Mr Wood from Inter-Governmental Action Group
against Money Laundering in West Africa (GIABA)
attested for, “the need for ongoing dialogue between
the NPO sector and government”5.

”

The Institute played
significant
roles
in
equipping CSOs to gain
a better understanding
of the existing Antimoney Laundering and
Countering
Terrorist
Financing
(AML/CTF)
and Financial Action
Task
Force
(FATF)
recommendations
targeted at regulating
non-profit organisations.

”

4
5

https://www.wacsi.org/news/news_detail.php?id=71
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4DQCwDkB2KY&t=8s
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Succes Story: Curbing Child Marriage in West Africa

The Power of an Informed and Equipped Civil Society
As part of our strategic focus on women’s leadership
and empowerment, WACSI collaborates with leading
women and girls’ rights organisations such as Girls
Not Brides to advocate for an end to child marriage
in West Africa.
In 2019, WACSI, in collaboration with Care
International and with support from Ford Foundation
strengthened the advocacy and networking capacity
of local civil society platforms/networks working
to end child marriage in West Africa. Specifically in
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Guinea, Burkina Faso and Niger.
WACSI
organised
comprehensive
training
programmes in policy advocacy (introductory and
advanced course); networking and alliance building,
community mobilisation and advocacy campaign
strategies, decision making and consensus building,
negotiation skills, community engagement, grassroot
mobilisation strategies among others.  
As part of the child marriage project, 5 national
convenings were held in Nigeria, Sierra
Leone, Guinea, Burkina Faso and Niger to
discuss the status of child marriage; identify,
analyse and understand government’s policies,
programmes and existing gaps and assess key
capacity needs of CSOs to amplify voices and intensify
advocacy for specific governments to act on its policy
commitment.  

Each convening saw the participation of the Ministry
of Women’s Affairs and Director of Gender and
children, Niger who clarified roles for civil society
within the national strategies to end child marriage.
The convenings also created a platform to mobilise for
CSOs’ participation in the ECOWAS summit on
implementing the ending child marriage and led to
the development of a civil society advocacy plan to
end child marriage.
Also, consultative meetings were held to develop
national strategies for women’s leaders to bridge
the intergenerational gap and unleash collective
power to advance gender equality and strengthen
women’s movements in West Africa.

”

WACSI collaborates with
leading women & girls’
rights
organisations
such as Girls Not Brides
to advocate for an end
to child marriage in
West Africa

”
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Succes Story: Curbing Child Marriage in Guinea

Facilitating the Strategic Positioning of CSOs to End Child Marriage in
Guinea
Child Fund is an organisation dedicated to all
child right focused interventions in Guinea. The
organisation primarily has a sponsorship system
to match children with adult guardians. As an
organisation that is concerned about children, it
comes as little surprise that they were one of the
active participants in the Ending Child Marriage
Convening in Guinea that was organised by WACSI
as part of a series of workshops in more than six
(6) West African countries including Burkina Faso,
Guinea, Mali, Niger and Nigeria. The workshops
sought to reinforce national platforms and advocacy
efforts towards ending child marriage in the targeted
countries.
Julien Kamano, the Project Monitoring Officer, recalling
his experiences at the convening noted the “group
work
was
highly
interactive,
and
the
facilitation
enabled
us
(participants)
to
share rich and insightful experiences”. On a
personal level, Julien’s most valuable pick from
the workshop was “building alliances with all
other relevant organisations working against
child marriage that helped to build knowledge
and share experience”. From the convening
Julien took several action steps as part of
his organisation’s contribution to curb the menace of
early child marriage in Guinea.
One of the major highlights of his actions was leading
his organisation to integrate the fight against child

marriage in their strategic plan for the next three years
which was validated in March 2019. Additionally, he
secured funding for two (2) organisations to implement
projects on the issue of ending child marriage
among others in the Kindia community as well as
numerous awareness campaigns, negotiation with
families to secure or prevent early child marriages,
providing financial support to government for
the organisation of International Day of the Girl
Child among others.
When quizzed about what significant milestones
have been achieved as a result of all the efforts
made, Julien modestly noted that it is a bit early
to talk about change…change is a long process”.
However, he highlighted the increased awareness
among the public about child marriage, stating
that “people are more willing to denunciate. Formerly,
it was parents making the call but now people are
more aware and willing to intervene and call on
NGOs”. He cited the situation in Dabola, where a father
was exhilarated upon coming to see his daughter in
town with school items and congratulated the NGOFDD. But perhaps, the biggest outcome as a result of
these efforts was the cancellation of eight (8) child
marriages in conjunction with “Club des Jeunes
Filles Leaders de Guinee”.
Speaking on the factors that facilitated the progress,
Julien singled out political will with support from
government and the ministerial department in charge
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of fighting child marriage/ abuses, enthusiasm and
commitment of NGOs in the sector, commitment
by the Country Director of Child Fund and more
crucially, the platform created by WACSI for united
voices on ending child marriage. He noted further
“…a lot of sponsorship for the girls was dwindling
because most guardians were not assured of the
return on their investment in taking care of girls since
many of them ended up dropping out of school in
forced marriages, ..however, with the intervention
of his organisation to alleviate child marriage, many
guardians have been encouraged to invest more in
girls.”
Overall, Julien is of the view that although
some progress is being made, various forms
of child abuses persist including rape, female
genital mutilation, domestic violence, among others.
Therefore, there is a need for more attention to be paid
to Guinea as a country, calling for more support from
partners to strengthen capacity and mobilise efforts
to support social change.

”

One of the major
highlights
of
his
actions was leading
his
organisation
to
integrate
the
fight
against child marriage
in their strategic plan
for the next three years
which was validated in
March 2019.

”

Policy Influencing and Advocacy Unit: Key Statistics for 2019
208 civil society actors had
their capacities strengthened
in policy advocacy, policy
research, networking,
parliamentary processes &
strategy development
119 CSOs benefited from
capacity strengthening
interventions
58 of the CSOs were
educated on civil society
regulations, norms &
standards

9 policy dialogues
under WACPODIS
and under the Child
Marriage project

2 regional, 3 in-country
and 4 local convenings
held in 2019
3 convenings on amplifying
women’s voices in political
and economic decisions,
with over 70 women
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Producing Context Relevant Resources for the Edification of Citizens
The Institute has taken a major leap in its global
recognition as a credible and impactful ‘thought
leader’, knowledge hub and resource centre on
issues pertaining to civil society’s contribution to a
prosperous West Africa. The Institute significantly
increased its recognition, visibility and relevance by
convening major knowledge sharing events which
confirmed its position. 2 publications developed from
WACSI’s work in strengthening the technological
capacities of CSOs and in the technology donation
programme for CSOs were presented at the 2019
AROCSA conference. Resources produced by WACSI,
such as the Alternative Funding Model Guidebook
and Advancing Financial Sustainability Op-Ed have
been solicited and used as learning resources
by actors beyond West Africa. The Guidebook
provides CSOs with insights on 12 possible models
organisations can use to increase their financial
resources and reduce their dependence on donor
funding. The top-notch and innovative Guidebook
was developed in partnership with Innovation for
Change-Africa. This practical and action-oriented
learning resource assists African CSOs with tips on
how to explore existing best practice approaches to
achieve a sustainable civil society.
WACSI continuously documented and increased
awareness on the status of civic space and civil society
developments in West Africa. It published over 50
evidence-based, credible and reliable updates on
civic space in 8 West African countries on the globally
renown CIVICUS Monitor. 8 monthly analytical
Situation Reports covering 18 West African countries

were produced and attracted over 2078 readers.
The Institute shared among its large network of civil
society practitioners 24 original, evidence-based
and practice-informed articles, including 2 research
outputs, 8 Op-Eds, 2 Issue Papers and 12 blog articles
on different topical issues including but not limited
to faith-based giving in Ghana, social movements
and traditional social justice organisations.
WACSI’s knowledge sharing strategy gained
momentum thanks to the Institute’s efforts in
expanding the use and adoption of knowledge
resources by West African civil society organisations.
Additional resources published by WACSI that are
being used to aid CSOs as they strive to be sustainable
include the Ghana Civil Society Sustainability Strategy
being used by CSOs in Ghana.
Furthermore, WACSI expanded its efforts to
operationalise the West Africa Civil Society
E-Directory, a platform aimed to serve as a onestop-shop for information on operational activities
of CSOs. The platform has been recommended by
the Department of Social Welfare Ghana, which,
according to Dela Ashiabor, “would help any other
organisations to go on the E-Directory to know
about CSOs working in a particular field or area, in
their jurisdiction and they can actually tap into their
expertise and programmes”6.
As of December 2019, over 1,000 accounts were
registered on the Internet-based platform, an
increase of 21.4% from December 2018.
6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l83FB8XK_hs
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Alternative Funding Model Guidebook

”

The Alternative Funding
model did help us
rejuvenate our social
enterprise
strategy
especially the crowd
funding model. We have
since leverage on the
use of the social media
to generate additional
sustainable funds to our
local streams.

”

Dennis Ekwere

Children and Young People Living for Peace

Knowledge Management Unit: Key Statistics for 2019
50 reliable updates on civic
space in 8 countries
8 monthly analytical and
evidencebased reports on
18 countries
8 Op-Eds, 2 Issue Papers
on topical issues
12 instructive blog
articles

1 Alternative Funding Model
Guidebook, 1 National Civil
Society Sustainability Strategy

1000+ CSOs registered
on our Civil Society
E-Directory
2 publications presented
at the 2019 AROCSA
conference
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The West Africa Civil Society E-Directory

Facilitating Online Collaboration among CSOs in 18 Countries
The West Africa Civil Society E-directory is a bilingual
(English and French), platform developed in response
to the visibility and collaboration challenges
expressed by civil society organisations (CSOs) and
other development partners working in West Africa.
The website serves as a one-stop-shop for information
on the operational activities of CSOs. Key benefits of
the directory to CSOs include the following:
• Share impact stories and other milestones
realised by the organisation to raise your
visibility.
• Participate in free trainings scheduled for
CSOs registered on this directory.
• Access free legal support services to nonprofits by Trustlaw.
• Access free and highly discounted technology
products through Techsoup.
• Share any opportunities that may exist
within your organisation and benefit from
opportunities shared with members of the
platform.
As at the later part of 2019, 0ver 1,000 CSOs were
registered on the platform showing a significant
growth. In 2019, the directory was significantly utilised
by organisations such as Savana Signatures, Street
Children Project, Sampa Community Educational
Project, and others.
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Techsoup West Africa

Technological Tools for Enhanced Operations of CSOs in West Africa
WACSI is a partner of TechSoup, a technologydriven non-profit organisation providing subsidised
products and services to non-governmental
organisations across West Africa. WACSI’s mandate
is to strengthen the institutional and operational
capacities of CSOs to become more collaborative,
responsive and resilient. Through TechSoup, the
Institute seeks to strengthen CSOs’ capacities through
technology donation, training and technical
assistance.
The partnership between WACSI and TechSoup has
provided opportunities for both institutions to offer
services to CSOs in the region, enabling them to
increase their productivity and efficiency through
technology. In an era dominated by the growing
adoption of technology, CSOs must embrace
modern tools and techniques, empowering them to
effectively achieve their mandate.

A major landmark in the implementation of the
TechSoup programme in 2019 is the launch of the
Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) programme, which
enables us to donate and manage Office 365 for
non-profit licenses.
This partnership in West Africa has over the years
presented significant opportunities to CSOs to apply
and receive technology products and services at a
heavily discounted rate.
The programme recorded 255 newly registered
organisations on the donation platform.

These products and services are provided to CSOs at
a discount rate of 95% of their market price. Some
are offered to CSOs at no financial cost. This allows
CSOs to offset their operations cost from information
technology equipment and infrastructure which they
can use to support their social mission.
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Civic Space Monitor

Real Time Monitoring of Civic Space in West Africa
Civic space is the bedrock of any open and democratic
society. According to CIVICUS, when civic space is
open, citizens and civil society actors can organise,
participate and communicate without hindrance. In
doing this, civil society actors can claim their rights and
influence the political and social structures around
them. This can only happen when a state upholds its
duty to protect its citizens, respect and facilitate their
fundamental rights to associate, assemble peacefully
and freely express views and opinions.

The Institute contributes real time information on
the state of civic space in West Africa in an effort to
provide data that depicts the environment in which
civil society actors in the region operate.

Catalogue of civil space index for West
African countries in 2018, 2019 and 2020
Country

2018

2019

2020

Benin

Obstructed

Obstructed

Obstructed

These are the three key rights that civil society
depends upon. The CIVICUS Monitor analyses the
extent to which the three civil society rights are being
respected and upheld, and the degree to which states
are protecting civil society. It is a research tool that
provides close to real-time data on the state of civil
society and civic freedoms in 196 countries across the
globe.

Burkina Faso

Obstructed

Obstructed

Obstructed

Cape Verde

Open

Open

Open

The Gambia

Obstructed

Obstructed

Obstructed

Ghana

Narrowed

Narrowed

Narrowed

Guinea-Bissau

Obstructed

Obstructed

Obstructed

Ivory Coast

Obstructed

Repressed

Obstructed

Liberia

Obstructed

Obstructed

Obstructed

Mali

Obstructed

Obstructed

Obstructed

The data is generated through a collaboration with
more than 20 civil society research partners including
WACSI, and input from several independent human
rights evaluations. In 2019, WACSI published over 50
reliable updates on civic space in 8 countries (Ghana,
Nigeria, Guinea, Cote d’Ivoire, Sierra Leone, Senegal,
Liberia, Benin). The Institute also convened civic
space research partners from across the globe for
their annual reflection meeting in Accra.

Mauritania

Obstructed

Obstructed

Repressed

Niger

Obstructed

Obstructed

Obstructed

Nigeria

Obstructed

Repressed

Repressed

Senegal

Obstructed

Obstructed

Obstructed

Sierra Leone

Obstructed

Obstructed

Obstructed

Togo

Obstructed

Obstructed

Obstructed
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OUR FINANCES
Budgeted Amounts

Actual Amounts on a

Variances: Final Budget

Comparable Basis

and Actual Amounts

2018

2019

2018

2019

2018

2019

GH¢

GH¢

GH¢

GH¢

GH¢

GH¢

RECEIPTS
OSIWA Core funding
Contribution fee paying
Demand driven

1,375,955

1,562,404

1,375,842

1,562,404

113

-

100,874

56,000

107,634

54,332

-6,760

1,668

3,438,849

1,383,942

2,698,549

1,363,056

740,300

20,886

6,074,077

9,226,896

4,402,895

5,732,397

1,671,181

3,494,499

10,989,754

12,229,242

8,584,920

8,712,189

2,404,834

3,517,053

& Institutional
Consultancies
Other Donor support
Total receipts

PAYMENTS
Knowledge

1,441,480

1,100,632

1,190,281

791,794

251,198

308,838

Capacity Building

3,200,751

4,157,942

2,642,975

2,969,228

557,776

1,188,715

Policy Influencing

3,555,438

2,445,848

2,935,852

1,781,537

619,586

664,312

464,905

489,170

383,889

395,897

81,016

93,273

2,327,180

4,035,650

1,921,636

3,958,970

405,544

76,680

10,989,754

12,229,242

9,074,633

9,897,425

1,915,121

2,331,817

0

-

-489,713

-1,185,236

489,713

1,185,236

management

Outreach & Governance
General administrative
Expenses
Total payments
Surplus/(deficit) funds
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OUR LOCAL GIVING HERO FOR 2019

In 2019, we identified a heroic local donor in Ghana
- AWAKE mineral water by Kasapreko Company
Limited.
In an Issue Paper authored by Chamrid Kpadonou
and Charles Kojo Vandyck, titled ‘Civil Society Beyond
Aid: Reimagining Partnerships with the Private Sector
in West Africa’, they opined that; “In Ghana, for
example, several consumers buy a specific brand of
purified drinking water known as “Awake” because
of their commitment to contributing a percentage

of their profits to Ghana’s National Cardiothoracic
Center. As at February 2019, Awake’s support to the
Center stood at approximately one million Ghana
cedis.”
Congratulations
development

to
awake
initiatives

for
in

supporting
Ghana.

To read this Issue Paper, visit this link https://wacsi.
org/reimagining-partnerships-with-the-privatesector-in-west-africa/
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OUR PARTNERS
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OUR PARTNERS
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”

Nana Asantewa Afadzinu
Executive Director, WACSI

One
commitment
of WACSI is to work
on
strengthening,
not just individual
organisations but the
whole civil society
/development
ecosystem... There’s
a lot more work
ahead and we need
all hands on deck.

”
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